
Oahu 359
Lanikai

10 5 6.5 Click here for location embraced.kebabs.fracture

utiful estate sits on the Lanikai hillside high above Wailea Point. The home is set on one floor with
er the Mokulua Islands and beautiful Lanikai bay. It’s sophisticated and modern and built to capture
from everywhere in the estate. With over 8,400 sq ft of interior and lanai space, this five-bedroom,
oom home will be your go-to for privacy. Set well above any other home in the Lanikai enclave, you

as though you’re on top of the world. 

erty includes an office, gym, sauna, and media room. The master suite features a walk-in closet,
exy bathroom, and an enormous lanai with panoramic views of the outlying islands including
nu. 

e’s main level perfectly captures the local vibe and Hawaii’s indoor/outdoor lifestyle. The infinity
ds into the ocean below offering spectacular ocean views from every lounge chair. Dinners from the
vilion area will be spectacular with the pink cotton candy sunsets turning the Mokulua Islands into a

ng spectacle. Upstairs you’ll find a rooftop deck to take in the sun or moon complete with Jacuzzi,
nd lounge area. 

9 offers absolute privacy and security. The home has a three-car garage with room for 6 additional
n the driveway. Behind the dining pavilion, you will find the private pathway leading to the beach, a

Amenities

Swimming pool

Beach front

Jacuzzi

A/C

WiFi

Ocean view

Pathway to beach

BBQ/indoor grill

Private lanai

Outdoor shower
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k down the hillside. 

s will bring a quiet, peaceful welcome to the sun as it rises over the horizon from behind the islands.
e who enjoy the sunrise or practice yoga, this will be your special time. 

perty is a legally established rental accommodation that is rented for periods of 30 consecutive days
at any one time. It is compliant with Hawaii State Legislation (HB2078).

Gym/fitness studio

Chef's kitchen

TV

Bedding

King 2

Queen 3

Twin

Pull out sofa

Full  
















































